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1. Introduction

We consider a map associated with the simple genetic algorithm (SGA), in which the successive gen-

eration is reproduced through only the crossover (recombination) operations, without changing the length

of genomes, and no mutation occurs. In this situation, a deterministic map describes the evolution of

probability distributions of genomes, which induces a dynamics on a simplex.

In this note, we show that the Jacobian of the map associated with SGA is upper triangular matrix at

each vertices of the simplex, in a suitable order of genomes. As a result, we show that if the fitness function

has the maximum value at a unique genome, the vertex of the simplex corresponding to the genome islocal

attractive point (Theorem 6.3), as expected.

2. Notations and definitions

Let ∑= {0,1,...,/ ―1} be a set of alphabets for I > 2. A genome σ＝ with length N > 2

is an element of ∑N.Particularly we put 0 = (00 ■･･0) We fix the length N of genomes throughout the

paper. The fitnessfunction is a positive function f : ∑N →(0, oo). Each genome a S Ew is taken as an

^-adic representation of a natural number which induces an order of genomes as σ< τ

if and only if v(σ)< v(τ).

A mask M is a proper subset M. stands for the set of all masks:

M = {M | 0 ^ M The complement M of a mask M e M is given by

For genomesστ∑N, we define a set Note that may be

or 0. For a genome and a mask we define a set of genomes

By definition,we see the followings.

Lemma 2.1. The statementsi) t ) are equivalentto

each other.

When a function is given, we often use the abbreviation a genome

a and a mask M.

3. Selection and crossover

Our SGA evolves the population ratios of each genome deterministic way. Let pt{a) be the population

ratio of a genome a at time t. Then is a probability vector of genomes. The t-th generation

of genomes reproduces the next generation, where genomes with more larger fitness are likely to be selected,

as 'parents' of the next. The probability qt(σ) to select a genome a at time t is given by

where is the expectation value of / under the distribution Note that

is a probability vector, and we define the selection map by
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A pair of 'parents' reproduces 'children'through the crossover operation. Let a and r be selected genomes,

and M be a mask. The crossover of a and r through M is defined by

We see the following properties by definition.

Lemma 3.1. For genomes σ,τ and a mask M M., we have

(3) Any genome a has a decomposition where

Then the population ratio pt+1{a) of a genome cr at time t + 1 is given by

where Prob(-) is a suitable probability distribution on M.. For simplicity, we adopt Prob(M) = 1/#M

throughout this paper. We define the crossover map by

Lemma 3.2. Let q = be a probability vector. Then p = is also probability

vector.

□

Summing up, the evolution of population ratios of genomes under our SGA is described by a map P o Q :

A ―>A on a simplex A = {p e R/W | Y^iLiPi = 1, Pi> 0}.

4. Analysis of selection map Q

Let eCTbe a probability vector (e<j(T))reEN = ((W^eE^ supported on a unique genome a, corresponding

to a vertex of the simplex A.

Lemma 4.1. A probability vector p s A is a fixed point of the selection map Q if and only if the fitness

function f is constant on the support ofp, that is, f(a) = /(r) for any genomes a and r with p(a) ^ 0 and

p(r) t^ 0. In particular, ep is a fixed point of Q for any genome p.

Proof. Q(p) = p means f(a)p(a) = Sp(a) (where S = J2T f(t)p(t))> nence /(c) = S whenever p(a) ^ 0.

Conversely suppose / has constant value c on the support of p A. Then S = J2T f(T)p(r) = c^2Tp(r) = c

and hence Q(p) = (f{v)p(v)/S)EN = (cp(a)/c)EN = p. □
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Proof. It follows from lemma 2.1 that a mask MeM induces an equivalence relation on the set E^ of

genomes by a ~m t if and only if [<j]m = [t]m- Let IZm be a complete system of representatives under the

relation ~M) giving a decomposition Y>N = Uo-gTJmMm- By definition,we also see Y*N = J1t£^m[t]j^ and

hence
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Proposition 4.2. For probability vectors p = (pt)-∑Nand q = = Q(p)>

where In particular, the evaluation at ep equals

for any genome p ∑N.

Proof. A direct calculus gives

Note that S = f(p) and

5. Analysis of crossover map P

Lemma 5.1. ep is a fixed point of the crossover map P for any genome p.

Proof. As one see by definition for any genome τand mask M, the τ-componentof P(ep)

equals

Proposition 5.2. For probability vectors and p =

In particular, the evaluation at ep equals

for any genome

Proof. It follows from lemma 2.1 that

if and only if M

if and only if

Thus we see

by replacing the variable M to M in the second term of the middle equality. In the case of q = ep, we see

By lemma 2.1,means that is, Hence
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6. Jacobian of map P o Q

Recall that our SGA map P o Q fixes ep for any genome p by lemma 4.1 and 5.1.

Proposition 6.1. For a probability vector we put Then

In particular, the evaluation at ep equals

for any genome

Proof. A combination of proposition 4.2 and 5.2 shows the firstassertion. It follows from (4.1) and (5.1)

that

Thus we obtain the Jacobi matrix of the SGA map P o Q explicitly.The following is a key lemma to

observe the behavior of P o Q at a vertex ep of the simplex

Lemma 6.2. For any genomes a and r with 0 holds.

Proof. Suppose that and Then for any it holds = 0

and hence Take max which implies while

Hence a contradiction. □

Theorem 6.3. Take probability vectors p ―(pcr)-∑Nand Then

dp'
holds for any genomes a and t with 0 Therefore the Jacobi matrix

at 0 is upper triangular.

(2) Ifa fitnessfunction f takes a unique maximum value at 0, then 0 is a local attractive point.

Proof. The assertion (1) is a direct result of (6.1) and lemma 6.2. In the case., we

have

The right hand side equals 0 when
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As takes a unique maximum, (O) > holds for any genome t. Then we have

that is, all diagonal elements of upper triangular matrix D(P o Q) at eo, which are to be eigen values of

D{P o Q), are non-negative and smaller than 1. Therefore eo is locally attractive. □

Note that we lose no generality to set 0 a unique maximum of a fitness function /, whenever / has a

maximum value on a unique genome.

Example. In the case ∑= {0,1} and N = 2, the set of genomes is S2 = {00,01,10,11} and the set of

masks is M = {{0}, {1}}- The order of genomes is denned by 00 < 01 < 10 < 11. Given a fitness function

f, the selection and crossover maps are described as

where S = f(OO)pOo+ f(Ol)poi+ f(lO)pio+ f(ll)pn.Then Jacobi matrices of P and Q at e00 = (1,0,0,0)

are given as

hence

One see that eoo is a local attractive point provided that / takes a unique maximum value at 00.

7. Concluding remarks

We see the SGA map fixeseach vertex of the simplex , however another fixed points might exist.Indeed

one see that a probability vector p = ( equals a cardinality of ) is a fixed point of P, thus

a fixed point of P o Q when the fitnessfunction fis constant on . One also see that P o P = P when

∑ = {0,1} and N = 2.


